Mass spectrometry-based (clinical) proteomics has been widely applied as a technology to find and validate disease-specific protein signatures. MALDI-based peptidome profiles provide a suitable platform for classification of body fluids or tissues, albeit at the cost of being unable to observe low abundant species. Here we show that a fully automated one-step solid-phase extraction serum sample cleanup in combination with fast MALDI acquisition and ultrahigh precision 15 tesla FTICR readout provides a powerful, fast and robust approach for obtaining biomarker signatures. This is exemplified for a cohort of pancreatic cancer patients. Specific "early cancer" symptoms such as pain, jaundice or weight loss are often not experienced, thus delaying diagnosis of the disease.
INTRODUCTION
Pancreatic cancer (PC) is the fourth (females) and fifth (males) leading cause of cancer death in developed countries, with a relatively low annual incidence of 5.4 cases per 100,000 females and 8.2 cases per 100,000 males [1] . Patients often die within the first half year after diagnosis, or have an extremely poor prognosis with an overall five-year survival rate of less than 5% [2] . When surgical resection is possible, five-year survival rates improve to approximately 25%. Unfortunately, when the first symptoms appear most tumors are at an advanced stage and their surgical resection would not improve the prognosis [3;4] . Molecular biomarkers that detect PC at an early stage with high sensitivity and specificity would thus be highly beneficial. At the moment, the only used blood marker for detecting and following PC in the clinic is the mucin-associated carbohydrate antigen CA 19-9. This marker, however, often fails in detecting small, resectable cancers [5] . Consequently, like in other cancer biomarker studies, serum proteomics has become a popular approach to find new markers for PC, since blood is a rich and powerful source of biomarkers in general and samples can be collected in a minimally invasive way. The discovery of serum biomarkers is mainly performed by mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics methods [6] . One of these involves the comparison of serum protein profiles in a "case versus control" manner by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization -time of flight (MALDI-TOF) MS [7] . Such profiles (i.e. mass spectra) contain hundreds of features (or peaks), of which the presence and intensity can depend on the physiological and pathological condition of the individual. The statistical analysis of serum peptide and protein profiles obtained from both control and diseased individuals allows the identification of a set of features, or a so-called biomarker signature, that can be valuable in understanding the specific disease. Moreover, the biomarker signature may provide leads to further exploit diagnostic and therapeutic potential. Encouraging results have been obtained using profiling strategies [8] [9] [10] .
Nevertheless, the route to clinically applicable protein assays faces various types of challenges [11;12] . With regard to the selected methodology, for MS-based peptide profiling approaches the problems can be categorized as follows. First of all, multiple profiling studies have shown to lack reproducibility and could not be validated.
In this context, standardization of the protocols used for serum sample collection and for peptide and protein purification is pivotal [10;13;14] . The use of a fully automated high-throughput platform for sample processing based on solid-phase extraction (SPE) has been shown to minimize variation and to improve robustness of the method [15] .
Secondly, previous MS-acquisitions such as performed on surface-enhanced laser desorption/ionization (SELDI) platforms were not robust and yielded poor accuracies.
In addition, identification of peptides or proteins was cumbersome, or not possible at all in these early profiling studies. However, with current equipment these issues can be considered obsolete. The use of internal standards in combination with modern mass analyzers now allows precise quantitation and detailed characterization of peptides in high-throughput profiles [16;17] . Thirdly, similar peptide profiles were found for various diseases, implying that the features were not specific. On the other hand, it has been postulated that well-defined degradation of highly abundant proteins into peptides ("degradome") can result in tumor-specific serum peptidome patterns [18] .
Recently, we reported a protein profiling study for PC performed on a fully automated SPE-based serum processing platform [19] . Proteins were first isolated with weak cation exchange (WCX) magnetic beads (MBs) using a 96-channel liquid handling robot, followed by acquisition of linear mode MALDI-TOF profiles in the range of 1 to 12 kDa, and evaluation via linear discriminant analysis with double cross-validation. This resulted in a discriminating WCX-profile for PC with a sensitivity of 78% and a specificity of 89% in the calibration set with an area under the curve (AUC) of 90%. These results were validated with a sensitivity of 74% and a specificity of 91% (AUC 90%). However, an obvious disadvantage of low resolution MS profiles is the fact that (poly)peptides and proteins are measured as broad peaks, thus leading to one of the earlier mentioned problems on peak identification. In a second profiling study using the same PC cohort, serum samples were processed with reversed-phase (RP) C18 MBs, and resulting peptides
were measured with high-resolution reflectron mode MALDI-TOF MS yielding isotopically resolved profiles up to 4 kDa. For statistical evaluation, a list of 42 different peptides was compiled from which a discriminating profile for PC could be defined, with an area under the curve (AUC) of 92% (98%) a sensitivity of 76% (95%) and specificity of 91% (100%) in the calibration (validation) set. Although the identity of most of these peptides was known or elucidated, it became clear that multiple peptides still overlapped at the resolving power of approximately 11,000 [20] . The effect of increased resolving power was therefore further studied in MALDI-profiles obtained by Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) MS, a platform that has proven to be extremely powerful for the analysis of complex mixtures, such as oil, organic matter and plasma [21] [22] [23] .
With proper control, mass resolving powers higher than 100,000 (at m/z-value 1,000 with 1s transient) and low or sub-ppm mass measurement errors can be routinely obtained [24;25] . We have previously developed a MALDI-FTICR workflow on a commercially available platform equipped with a 15 tesla magnet that allows high-throughput and fully automated profiling of human serum peptides and proteins with isotopic resolution up to 15, 000 Da [26; 27] . By following this approach, in comparison to high resolution TOF analyzers the spectrum alignment is more accurate and the quantification of peptides more robust due to the improved mass measurement precision. In this study this MALDI-FTICR workflow in combination with SPE-based sample cleanup with RPC18-functionalized MBs was applied for the analysis of a clinical cohort. Here, "nextgeneration" MALDI-FTICR peptide and protein profiles were generated using serum samples obtained from PC patients and control individuals (258 samples in total).
Classification performances of both the calibration and validation set were compared to those previously obtained from the same PC cohort, either processed with different MBs or measured on a different mass analyzer. Discriminating peaks (i.e. a biomarker signature) defined from the calibration set were validated using an independent case-control group. Finally, the low ppm mass accuracy provided by the MALDI-FTICR platform narrows the search window for de novo identifications of peptides and proteins in the profiles. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects and the study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the LUMC. All samples were collected and processed according to a previously reported standardized protocol [9] . Briefly, blood samples were drawn by antecubital venipuncture while the individuals, who had not been fasting prior to any invasive procedure, were seated. The samples were collected in an 8.5 mL Serum Separator Vacutainer Tube (BD Diagnostics, Plymouth, UK) and maximally within 4 h at room temperature were centrifuged at 1000 g for 10 min. Serum samples were then distributed into sterile 500-µL barcode labelled polypropylene aliquots (TrakMate; Matrix TechCorp.) and stored at -80°C. All serum samples were thawed on ice once and randomly placed in barcode labelled racks in an 8-channel Hamilton STAR® pipetting robot (Hamilton) for automated aliquotting into 60-µL daughter tubes. The aliquots were stored in 96-tubes racks at -80°C until further sample processing. Samples from the calibration and the validation set were distributed over three 96-tubes racks as following:
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one full 96-tube rack for both the calibration and validation set and one partially-filled 96-tube rack with 63 samples from the calibration set and 18 samples from the validation set. Identical processing steps were followed for the two sample sets.
High-throughput RPC18-MB chromatography and MALDI spotting. The isolation of peptides from human serum was performed using RPC18-functionalized MBs as previously described [27] . In short, RPC18-MBs were first activated by a three-step washing with a 0.1% TFA solution. Then, for each sample 5 µL of serum was added to the activated beads and incubated for 5 min at room temperature. The beads were washed again three times with 0.1% TFA and peptides were eluted with a 1:1 mixture of water and acetonitrile. Two microliters of each (stabilized) eluate were mixed with 10 μL of an α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid MALDI matrix solution in a 384-well PCR plate.
Then, 1 μL of this mixture was spotted in quadruplicate onto a 600 µm Anchor-Chip™ MALDI-target plate (Bruker Daltonics). The so-called RPC18 eluates from the calibration and the validation set were spotted onto three 384-spots MALDI-target plate as following: sets were spotted in quadruplicate onto the same MALDI-target plate. This SPE-and MALDI-spotting procedure requires approximately 3 hours per plate of 96 samples.
MALDI-FTICR mass spectrometry and data processing. MALDI-FTICR experiments
were performed on a Bruker 15 tesla solariX™ FTICR mass spectrometer equipped with a novel CombiSource (Bruker Daltonics). The MALDI-FTICR system was controlled by
Compass solariXcontrol software and equipped with a Bruker Smartbeam-II™ laser system that operated at a frequency of 200 Hz. The 'medium' predefined shot pattern was used for the irradiation. Two acquisition settings, namely low-mass method (LM) and high-mass method (HM), respectively, were used to optimize both the sensitivity and resolving power in the mass range from 1013 to 3700 Da and in the mass range from 3500 to 10000 Da, respectively. These methods were optimized as previously described with some modification [27] . For both methods, each mass spectrum was obtained from the sum of 10 scans of 150 laser shots each and using 512 K data points. Typically, the target plate offset was 100 V with the deflector plate set at 180 V. The ion funnels operated at 100 V and 6.0 V, respectively, with the skimmers at 15 and 5 V. The analyzer entrance was maintained at -7 V, and side kick technology was used to further optimize peak shape Statistical analysis. Peak intensities were transformed using the logarithmic function, followed by calculation of the mean of peak intensities obtained from replicate spectra.
The intensities of isotope peaks belonging to the same peptide were further summed to reduce the number of features and time needed for further analysis. For each sample, 196 and 291 peak intensity values were obtained for the LM and HM, respectively, and were used for statistical analysis. To this end, logistic regression ridge shrinkage (LRRS) analysis was applied to the calibration sets (i.e. LM and HM data from the calibration set) in order to calibrate two diagnostic rules for the classification of the serum sample either as case or control. Each sample was assigned to the group for which the probability was higher. The prediction rules obtained from the application of LRRS on the calibration sets were applied to the validation sets (i.e. LM and HM data from the validation set).
Thus, each sample was classified and the results were compared with known disease status. The classification probabilities assigned to each sample using the LM and HM data from the validation set were further combined. To this end, LRRS analysis was performed on the combination of the Logit transformed probabilities obtained for validation sets.
This analysis involves the recalibration of the validated diagnostic rule. For each analysis error rate (error = the amount by which an observation differs from its expected value), sensitivity, specificity and area under the curve (AUC) were calculated. The error rates are based on the sensitivity and specificity values, assuming a prior class probability of 0.5 for each group. Receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves with the true-positive rate (sensitivity) were plotted in function of the false-positive rate (1-specificity) for different cut-off points of a parameter. Each point on the ROC curve represents a sensitivity/specificity pair corresponding to a particular decision threshold. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is a measure of how well a parameter can distinguish between groups (diseased/healthy). Univariate discriminate analysis was performed to determine which peak varied the most between case and control groups. This study was limited to peaks of which the absolute weighted discriminant coefficient was higher than 0.1 in the multivariate discriminant analysis used to calibrate the discriminant models. Finally, a ttest was performed on a selection of peaks for the calibration sets only.
RESULTS

MALDI-FTICR-MS peptide and protein profiling. Serum samples of PC patients as
well as control individuals were processed simultaneously using a previously described fully automated and standardized SPE-based RPC18-MB protocol [15] . Thus obtained MB eluates were spotted onto a MALDI target plate in quadruplicate. Two types of ultrahigh resolution peptide and protein profiles were then acquired applying an automated acquisition procedure on the MALDI-FTICR system (see Materials and Methods section). Two out of four spots were used to obtain a so-called low mass (LM) profile (m/z-values from 1013 to 3700) and the remaining two spots were used to generate a so-called high mass (HM) profile (m/z-values from 3500 to 10,00). In total, 273 serum samples were analyzed in this way, thus yielding 1,092 profiles. A typical example of both an LM and HM MALDI-FTICR profile is depicted in Figure 1 Statistical analysis. The signal intensities of all selected peaks were determined in all serum profiles using the Xtractor tool described in the Materials and methods section.
As shown in Figure 2A , the m/z-windows in the reference files were fine-tuned according to the resolving power calculated for each m/z-value. The presence of different peptides with close masses was also taken into account as well as the mass measurement precision (see Figure 2B ). The optimization of this m/z-window allowed the accurate quantification of all peaks selected from the spectra. Thus obtained peak intensity values were then used for statistical analysis. To this end, a discriminate model was first calibrated and then validated using LRRS analysis on the calibration and validation sets, respectively.
The ROC curves resulted from this analysis are shown in A sequential analysis was performed by sub-typing the PC cases into cases without any metastasis (i.e. regional lymph node-negative (LN-) and no distant metastasis (DM-)) versus cases that were lymph node-positives (LN+) and/or showed distant metastasis (DM+), based on TNM-classification summarized in Table 1 . This sub-typing resulted in a box plot (see Figure 3 ) with separation between controls and cases, and in addition good separation between cases with and without metastasis (Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney test with a p-value of 7.7293e-05 for controls versus "(LN-)and(DM-)", and a p-value of 0.015844
for "(LN+)and/or(DM+)" versus "(LN-)and(DM-)"). Patient characteristics, number of serum samples, and the results of the classification methods set are shown in Table 1 . A logistic regression coefficient weighted by the standard deviation of the peak intensity was assigned to each peak as determined from multivariate analysis on the calibration set (i.e. the calibration of the discriminating rule). These discriminant weights denote the conditional effect associated with each peak, after taking into account the variation in expression across the other selected peaks. Thus, the higher the value of the discriminant weight the higher the case probability. Note that the reverse applies to control samples.
The plots with the weighted discriminant coefficients vs the m/z-values are shown in Figure 1 (middle panel) . A t-test was performed on peaks with absolute discriminant coefficient higher than 0.1 in the calibration set. A P-value smaller than 0.001 was considered as significant. Peaks that satisfied these criteria are reported in Table 2 with corresponding protein names, t-test values, standard deviations (SD), P-values, 95%-confidence interval and the weighted discriminant coefficients. Note that the P-values here reported ranged from 6.0×10-4 to 4.0×10-9 indicating a high statistical significance. Serum peptide identification by accurate mass difference measurement. A list of serum peptides and proteins that are commonly observed in MALDI-TOF profiles obtained after RPC18-based sample cleanup has been compiled previously and this was used for statistical evaluations [9] . However, a number of peptides remained unidentified in this list, and moreover in the current MALDI-FTICR ultrahigh resolution profiles many RPC18-MB serum eluate peaks are unknown. Likely, a large number of these degradome peptides originate from the same high abundant proteins after proteolytic cleavage as was reported earlier [18;28;29] . New peptide assignments were performed based on matching accurate mass measurements of m/z-differences between peaks in 15T MALDI-FTICR spectra with possible decreased or increased sequences ("degradome"). Thus, a search for consecutive mass differences corresponding to one amino acid was performed, starting from a previously identified peptide in the spectrum with relatively highest signal intensity. In this way, new peptides with one or more additional amino acids at the N-terminus or/and the C-terminus or modified peptides (i.e. oxidized, cysteinylated) were identified. Following this strategy the amino acid sequence of 34 new peptides was derived and these are reported in Table 3 . In general, the LM and HM profiles provided sub-and low-ppm mass measurement errors for these identifications, respectively.
Two examples of this approach are shown in Figure 1 (lower panel). The first one is the identification of an oxidized form of the peptide Fibrinogen alpha chain (576-604) that was statistically evaluated with a discriminant weight factor of -0.59 (see Table 2 ). In the second example the accurate mass-based identification of the species observed at m/zvalue 4051.9255 is depicted, a peptide that was found to be the best predictor (i.e. highest absolute discriminant weight) of healthy and disease individuals in HM profiles (see Table   2 ). The mass difference between this peptide and a peptide previously MS/MS-identified as cysteinylated-Prothrombin (328-363), observed at m/z-value 4208.0269, was 156.1014
Da. This mass difference corresponds to an arginine residue with an error of only 0.3 milliDa. In addition, the accurate measurement of mass differences allowed the identification of peptides containing a single amino acid mutation. For example, a peptide from coagulation factor XIII (Factor XIIIa) alpha chain with a previously reported
Val35Leu mutation corresponding to a mass difference of 14.0156 Da between "normal" and mutant fragment peptides was indeed observed (see Table 3 ). Here, the species at m/zvalue 2602.3113 corresponds to a previously identified peptide from Factor XIIIa (14-38),
whereas the species at m/z-value 2531.2735 and m/z-value 2545.2883 both lack an alanine residue but differ at the site of mutation (i.e. Val35 Factor XIIIa (15-38) and Leu35 Factor XIIIa (15-38), respectively). It is emphasized that isobaric peptides containing modifications such as oxidation cannot be uniquely characterized by the accurate measurement of mass differences. For this purpose additional MS/MS-experiments are needed to confirm the identifications and localize for instance modified amino acids in the sequence. As a final remark, the accurate and precise MALDI-FTICR mass measurements will allow a reliable match between the MS/MS-data obtained using other MS techniques such as LC-ESI-MS/MS and the peptides observed in the MALDI-FTICR spectra. 
DISCUSSION
The past decade, MS-based profiling studies have been carried out to determine diseasespecific serum peptidome signatures in a "case-control" setting. Due to the relatively high biological variability of the serum peptidome (and proteome) a large number of samples are required for statistical evaluation. Thus, high-throughput analytical methodologies have been adopted in combination with MS, pioneered by SELDI-TOF platforms.
In the same period, high-throughput robotic platforms with more flexible and user-defined sample preparation protocols were combined with MALDI-TOF read-out. Both lowresolution TOF-profiles with a wide m/z-range and high-resolution profiles with smaller m/z-windows were reported for proteins and peptides, respectively [7;30;31] . However, [20] .
In this study the ultrahigh resolving power provided by a 15 tesla MALDI-FTICR system was exploited in terms of discriminative power of case-control peptidome profiles and identification of observed species. This is the first profiling study that reports on the Note that the total number of detectable peptides was higher than 487, i.e. several peptides were detected only in few particular samples, probably due to a higher expression of a particular protein or an elevated protease activity.
Two different MALDI-FTICR acquisition methods, namely a low mass and a high mass method, were used to generate peptide and protein profiles from two independent groups of serum samples. A calibrated and validated discriminating rule built on the combination of the data obtained from the two MALDI-FTICR methods resulted in a sensitivity of 89% and a specificity of 100% with an AUC of 0.989. These results corroborate classification numbers from our previous MALDI-TOF studies [19;32] . The t-test analysis performed on the peptides with absolute discriminant weights higher than 0.1 resulted in the identification of 34 peptides that (i.e. p-value lower than 0.001) differentiate between case and control groups (see Table 2 ). The high precision and accuracy of the mass measurements allowed the identification of 26 of these peptides either by comparison with previously reported peptides or by accurate mass measurement of mass differences in the spectra (see the Materials and Method section). Application of the latter approach resulted in the identification of peptides generated through proteolysis of the same protein.
In fact, starting from a previously identified peak (i.e. peptide) it was found that accurate measurement of the difference between that specific m/z-value and the m/z-value of a new peak matched to a similar peptide with either one amino acid more or less at the C-or the N-terminus, corresponding to the "overall" protein sequence. Thus, up to 8 new peptides could be identified starting from the fragment peptide K.SLEDKTERELLESYIDGR of thrombin light chain (UniProt P00734) (see Table 3 ). Nevertheless, the presence of isobaric peptides cannot be excluded and MS/MS experiments are required to further validate the identifications. In conclusion, using the two identification approaches described above, we are now able to further expand the total number of identified peptides, especially at higher m/z-values. Other MALDI-profiling methods that so far have been used for the characterization of human serum peptides were not suitable for the identification of high molecular weight peptides or proteins, because these lacked sensitivity and resolving power [28;29] .
As a final remark, it should be noted that at this stage the peptidome profiles were not evaluated for the m/z-range from 9,000 to 10,000. Here, both the high density of peaks and the relatively lower resolving power do not permit binning of the data points.
The most abundant peaks present in this range were identified as apolipoprotein-CIII isoforms [26] and these data will be evaluated in a separate study using a different quantification method. In this study, we have shown that high quality human serum peptide and protein profiles can be generated using a standardized and robust protocol for the sample preparation and ultrahigh resolution 15T MALDI-FTICR MS for the mass measurements. The use of this mass analyzer allowed the isotopic resolution and the accurate and precise mass measurement of a high number of peptides and small proteins in a wide m/z-range. Notably, recent innovation in ICR-cell technology potentially provides similar performance at a lower magnetic field strength [33] . The statistical analysis of profiles generated from a clinical cohort of samples allowed the discrimination between healthy individuals and PC patients with sensitivity and specificity comparable with those reported by other authors using MALDI-TOF MS. A total of 273 serum samples was processed and mass analyzed within a time frame of 24 hours and the high quality of the data both facilitated the interpretation and evaluation of the generated profiles. These ultrahigh resolution mass spectra represent a "next-generation" of MS-based peptidome profiles and provide a new tool for a more detailed description of the high-abundant proteins in clinical serum sample cohorts aiming for new diagnostic leads. 
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